
May 5, 2011 
 
Fertile Underground Grocery 
1577 Westminster Street 
Providence, RI 02909 
 
Dear Residents, Lenders, and Partners,  
 
   Fertile Underground Grocery will offer the best access to local produce in Providence, and become a key 
component in the blossoming Rhode Island food market.  Local food is in the spotlight, as a bright way to 
better the planet through simple daily choices.  We will provide a real way for people to make those choices, 
to improve the health of the Earth, and themselves.  This will be the only grocery store in Providence from 
the Blackstone River to Route 6, solving an imbalance which has existed for decades.  Now that people 
have whole-heartedly reclaimed the neighborhood, the West Side is calling out loudly for a local store to 
provide basic foods that reflect community values.  The West Broadway Neighborhood Association has 
prepared this location for a Natural Food Store, in response to community requests that have gone unmet 
for decades.  We are here to carry out this vision, with integrity and commitment. 
 
 The local food movement is gaining rapid momentum, under many banners, and for good reasons.  A 
wave of new books & documentaries illustrating the problems of our current food system has inspired 
thousands to plant a few veggies and review their eating habits.  Indeed, that is what we’ve done in our own 
lives, and just a few years ahead of the curve, we are ultimately devoted to making local food accessible, in a 
way we haven’t seen here since the 1940’s.  Direct, simple relationships with farmers, no plastic on the 
produce, a friendly mom & pop feel, and real commitment to the neighborhood will give us a place in our 
shopper’s hearts, and at their dinner tables.   
 
     People need the chance to improve their diet as the first line of personal health care.  Nationwide trends 
show sharp increases in rates of obesity, cancer, and diabetes, each of which have been connected with 
excess consumption of refined foods.  In many cases, basic health problems become life-threatening, and 
many lives have been deeply affected.  These sad circumstances have proven the intense need for a healthy 
diet based on unprocessed foods, which are currently inaccessible for most urban residents.  Our focus is on 
providing these Natural Foods: fresh local produce, basic grains, and healthy alternatives.  It can, in fact, be 
less expensive to eat many of these basic foods, and we will teach our customers to reclaim their kitchens 
and their health, by way of preparing delicious, nutritious, affordable meals.  
 
     The Fertile Underground have been producing fresh vegetables in a reclaimed, formerly vacant lot in the 
Southside of Providence for three hearty growing seasons.  Our experience has shown us the wisdom of 
developing simple, localized methods to provide basic vegetable crops.  We are vitally prepared to increase 
fresh food access, in cooperation with the growing community of proactive farmers.  This unique 
partnership with the West Broadway Neighborhood Association has gained wide community support and 
attention.  Now it is time for the community to bring our resources to the table.  The Fertile Underground 
Natural Cooperative is fully invested in developing a market for local food, with our assets, and our lives.  
To open this business with secure & sufficient operating capital, we need $145k.  We now have half of that.  
A few dozen 3-year “promissory notes” of $1-5k+, with 5% interest paid to you annually as our thanks, will 
bridge the gap, bringing the leverage to secure additional small loans as needed.  With pooled resources, we 
will gain collective buying power to bring more fresh food to the neighborhood.  We are confident that this 
venture will be adaptive to the true needs and requests of the community, and develop a thriving patronage 
to ensure our continued viability in delivering food access with integrity. 
 
      Thank you for receiving this proposal.   
 Sincerely,  
  
 Fertile Underground  
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NAME:     Fertile Underground Natural Cooperative 
ADRESS:    1577 Westminster Street, Providence, RI 02909       Phone: 401-480-6782   
        Email: FertileUnderground@gmail.com    Web site:  www.fertileunderground.com 
 
DIRECTING COUNCIL: 
        Nina Maxwell:  nina@fertileunderground.com  
  Private chef.  Years of research into progressive healthy diets.  BFA RISD Printmaking. 
        Michael Giroux:  mike@fertileunderground.com 
  Natural Builder.  Involved in local agriculture since 2002.  Biodynamic farming practices.   
        Dauna Noble:  dauna@fertileunderground.com  
  15 years of Live food pursuit.  Community activist, muralist, Founding member.  
   Bruce Alan Kaplan:   bruce@fertileunderground.com 
  Over twenty years in foodservice, growing a three-shift, multi-unit retail and wholesale operation. 
   Andrea Starr:  andrea@fertileunderground.com 
  Architectural Designer & model maker.  Founding member, works at Hill Orchards in Johnston. 
 
LEGAL STATUS: Non-Profit organized as a Worker-Cooperative 
 
PURPOSE: Fertile Underground Grocery exists to make locally grown, sustainable and healthy 
foods more available to the community, and serve as a beacon of health & social responsibility. 
 
STATUS: Existing group, Start-Up business venture. 
 
BUSINESS TYPE: Retail 
 
GENERAL COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
 
PHILOSOPHY & REASONS FOR BUSINESS: 
    We’re creating a more sustainable model for food consumption.  We are providing a real food service 
previously unavailable to the residents of the West Side of Providence, and an alternative approach found 
nowhere else in the greater Providence area.  Within our business, we will fulfill the “Triple Bottom Line.”   
 
    PEOPLE.    Fresh food is an integral part of real health care.  We provide the best options for fresh food, 
and share knowledge of new age health.  Our signage & workshops will show how even while paying the 
price of prime local produce, people can affordably feed the family healthy & satisfying meals.  We support 
small farmers by buying their produce at fair & reliable prices. 
 
    PLANET.   Changing one’s diet is the fastest way to affect the planet.  We are addressing numerous 
forms of needless waste by providing local produce in its natural form.  We reduce our carbon footprint by 
consuming less imported food, and less refined, overly packaged food.  The standard monoculture model of 
food production and its inherent chemical sprays are not only bad for our health, they also seep into the 
groundwater, deeply poisoning the planet. We feel it is hardly a matter of choice but rather pure necessity 
that we drastically rethink our approach to food consumption, and make changes now. 
 
    PROFIT.   Agriculture has continued to grow, even as the state lost hundreds of jobs and saw hard times 
for many.  We believe people are committed to increasing access to local food, and to supporting the local 
agriculture sector by keeping RI dollars close to home.  It is wise to support the farmers and their diversity 
within the local economy, as well as their function in preserving green spaces for local tourism.  Consumers 
will recognize our store as a marketplace for the best local produce, and realize their patronage connects 
with farmers in a real way.   
 
 We are offering a new value proposition.  The current norm is: “the most product for the least price.”  
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Our offer is of high quality products, at a decent price, along with a real experience.  Food should have life 
to it, and be delivered with love.  Food should be free of the extensive madness associated with genetic 
modification, excessive monoculture, redundant processing, and chemical sprays.  We need a basic system, 
with reasonable inputs.  The massive amounts of synthesized fertilizer and diesel fuel required by 
agribusiness will not be forever available at today’s artificially subsidized prices.  Any disturbance in the 
government subsidization of R&D for the big seed & chemical companies, huge corn & soy producers, or 
the current oil system may cause food prices to rise.  We are building a new food supply chain that relies 
primarily on local farmers and local resources in its production, processing, shipping, and 
distribution.  Through this, our business will remain viable, and continue to gain pertinence as food prices 
rise overall.  (U.N. Notes Sharp Rise in World Food Prices. NY Times 1/6/11) 
 
GOALS & OBJECTIVES: 
     Our immediate goal is to open a unique Natural Food Store on the West Side of Providence in Summer 
2011, generating an active business, and faithful patronage.   We will provide basic household goods that are 
in demand in this neighborhood.  Our local produce section will provide as a full-time farmer’s market, 
coordinated by a dedicated farm liaison.  Our prices will be set within reach of most residents of the 
neighborhood, and yet allow us to break even.  By late 2011, we will have become established as a local 
community service with a regular customer base.  We will increase consumer knowledge and usage of the 
store by serving as a knowledge center for health, economical eating, and environmental issues.   
 
     We will open an in-store kitchen and café, providing healthy meals, a pleasant environment, & foot traffic 
which may also flow into the Grocery.  We will also expose customers to new dishes and styles of food, 
encouraging seasonal fresh eating.  The café will be supplied by our thriving produce section, which is being 
frequently refreshed with the greatest of RI-grown fruit & veg.   
 
       Our restored catering truck will travel throughout Providence, supplied with those same café offerings 
and more; bringing fresh, simply prepared foods to working people, at an affordable price.  The truck will be 
equipped with speakers and a video projector, to host lively evening events spreading news about the 
environment, local agriculture, and progressive projects in Providence.  Showing cultural art films on warm 
summer nights, we create our own “dinner & a movie,” sure to enliven Providence’ heart.   
 
LONG TERM GOALS: 
    Into the future, we envision becoming a thriving business known throughout the state for our real support 
of local agriculture.  We will be a replicable model for local food distribution, created in the unique “ultra-
local” Rhode Island climate.  Coordinating with many other corner-stores, we’ll place group orders to bring 
the purchasing power necessary to keep prices affordable.  Our ample profits and fundraising will support 
the creation of more Fertile Underground urban gardens throughout Providence, and support other 
cooperative businesses working to improve RI Quality of Life.  Our kitchen will produce many “FUG 
Brand” value-added items (such as pickles, hummus, sauerkraut & tomato sauce) from locally grown 
produce.  We will have expanded our store space physically, either into the adjoining commercial property, 
or by developing another location.  We are running another van, whose mission is distributing fresh produce 
throughout further food deserts.  It is our intention to develop the store to become energetically self-
sufficient through alternative energy, and to serve as a knowledge center for issues of local self-reliance.  
 
INDUSTRY: 
     Agriculture is the only growing economic sector in the state, and it has grown exponentially over the last 
five years. (RI Ag Partnership)  The new awareness of the dangers of corporatized food production has driven 
waves of people toward seeking local food as their prime source of nutrition.  The number of farmer’s 
markets nation-wide showed a 16% increase last year, and has more than doubled in the past decade. 
(Number of Operating Farmer’s Markets)  As the only local store offering quality local produce daily, we will set 
the standard on the West Side of Providence, and beyond. 
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    The Local Food Revolution is underway; the Five-Year Agriculture Plan for Rhode Island named 
“increasing Rhode Islanders consumption of RI grown food and farm products” as one of the prime 
objectives for wise investment in our state.  We are researching similar retail stores in Rhode Island, such as 
Wakefield Alternative Co-op, and the Green Grocer in Portsmouth, gleaning advice and real information 
from these successful models.  Our group, the Fertile Underground, has been working together for over 2 
years pursuing urban gardening and developing a mid-scale production space in this part of 
Providence.   We have established a recognized integrity in our community; the founding members have 
lived in the West Side and have first hand experience of the dire need for a grocery store at this location.   
 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
    Fertile Underground Grocery will provide many basic necessities of a household, ranging from 
healthy food to hygienic and household items.  We will attempt to offer most of the essentials of an average 
grocery, but with an edge on healthy, an eye on economy, and a focus on environmental friendship.  
 
 The main focus of the store is local, natural produce.  Year round, fresh seasonal vegetables and fruits 
will be the highlight upon entering our store.  The produce will be labeled with its source location and facts 
about the farmers, offering produce of the highest quality.  We will also offer second-rate produce (which 
may be blemished, malformed, or closer to expiration) available at discount prices.  We will have fresh milk 
and dairy products, and be able to order free-raised meats from RI farms.  Daily bread will be available from 
a local bakery, as well as ready-to-eat calzones, bagels, and muffins.  
 
 The Pantry section will have recognizable grocery products, locally-produced items that are 
unavailable elsewhere, and also healthy staple options that are simply unavailable in the West End “food 
desert” (see Appendix).  We will offer other pantry items that may not be local, such as flour, olive oil, nuts, 
peanut butter, canned food, orange juice, coffee, and chocolate.  These products will come from socially 
conscious or free trade sources, unless otherwise noted visibly on the shelf.   
 
 A bulk section will feature rice, grains, beans, corn meal, pasta, flour, pet food and more.  We will offer 
reusable containers for purchasing these products.  There will be a small specialty section with locally 
packaged herbs, honey, candles, soap, and other value-added products like baby food, and roasted seeds.  In 
Spring, we will sell locally saved seeds and starter plants to encourage neighborhood gardening, and serve 
as a resource center for the local urban gardening movement.  We will act as a distributor for soil and 
potting mix from our suppliers.  We will also be the first store in Providence to sell chicken feed, for the 
growing urban-hen revitalization.   
 
 FUG CAFÉ & HONEYBEAST FOOD TRUCK   
    The other half of the store includes a café, which serves meals made with produce sourced from our 
shelves.  Breakfast, casserole-style specials, soup, hot sandwiches & wraps will be standard fare.  Fair-trade 
coffee, vegan baked goods, and to-go snacks or sandwiches will be placed in this part of the store.  There 
will be a small seating area featuring the work of local artists, including wall hangings, music, tables and 
chairs: all for sale.  The environment will be thoroughly artful, featuring murals and cultural information.   
 
 Our partnered food truck will travel throughout Providence, serving businesses, universities, the 
downtown lunch hour & special events.  Serving the same daily specials prepared at the café, the truck will 
be an affordable and convenient option for people at work, or out at events.  Lunch Specials will be served 
in a (grain & two items) buffet-style approach, wraps, sandwiches, even tacos can be heated up, and the 
salads will be exquisitely fresh.  Snacks & cold drinks will be available, as will fruits, and other raw produce-- 
a bit of advertising for the type of quality goods we have back at our store.   (Appendix, PAGE 5) 
 
 NO WASTE PACKAGING PROGRAM 
     Our store will not be giving away any packaging, so customers will have the options of bringing their 
own bags and jars, buying reusable bags, or carrying items in their hands, pockets, purses, or bike-baskets.  
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For the unprepared, we will have a “take a bag, leave a bag” program with an educational kiosk and trade-in 
center.  This program will include glass jars and containers of various sizes that will support our bulk 
section, encouraging people to shop bulk.  Buying a jar won’t often be necessary, shoppers can take one of 
the recycled jars there at the store, and replace it later.  We will also offer recycling services for items that are 
not collected at residences, like stretchy plastic, and maintain a drop off compost bin for informed “compost 
members.”  Reducing waste is a prime commitment of our store.  To-go food containers will be 
biodegradable, and sold to the customer at cost.  These beneficial products have value, and customers will 
have to pay for the use of these precious items.   
 

WORKSHOPS FOR PERSONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
     Many of our products may be new to residents of the neighborhood.  We strive not just to offer these 
products, but also to encourage their use!  We will host workshops informing the neighborhood residents 
about current health & environmental issues.  We will have a “Live Kitchen” series offering DIY food prep 
and bulk handling tips.  A premier workshop will show how a family can afford to include healthy fresh 
vegetables on any budget.  Topics we will explore include: the local & slow food movements, balanced diet, 
protein complementarity, proactive neighborhood efforts, composting, canning, modernized agriculture & 
its’ environmental dangers, genetically modified food, govt. food subsidies, & the health effects of “junk 
food”.  We will balance the good and the “scary” in navigating the myriad reasons for choosing local small-
farm food for life.  We will act as a cultural center for issues related to health and local cultivation.   
   
 
OPERATIONAL PLAN 
 
PRODUCTION: 
    Buildout for the Fertile Underground Grocery will begin in Spring.  Shelving, refrigerators, registers, 
bulk containers, lighting, final wiring and interior decoration will be completed in two months.  The 
opening of the completed cafe may require more time, carried on in a partitioned half of the store if 
necessary.  Seating, decoration, and installing the certified kitchen are all required in preparing this 
phase.  Meanwhile our promotional posters will be present at local business establishments, offices, and 
other public places, promoting the value of our products, the spirit of our group, opening day and store 
hours.  (See Marketing Vehicles, pg. 13) 
 
    Fertile Underground Grocery will be open from 7AM-8PM.  (May open at 10AM for month one.)  
One employee will open the shop and work until 2pm.  Keeping the store clean, answering questions, & 
checkout are this person’s prime responsibilities.  They will stock shelves, but another employee will be 
dedicating hours to this task, in coordination with major deliveries.  The relief shift will arrive at Noon and 
work until closing.  Someone trained and authorized to close out the register will always help with the 
closing tasks, which are designed to simplify the process of opening in the morning.   
 
 The café will serve breakfast and lunch, and those employees will be done mid-afternoon, after closing 
the café at 3.  The store will be open seven days a week, year-round, excepting seasonal holidays.  When the 
café is closed, the kitchen will be kept active, as our team of cooks will be processing farm goods to be sold 
on the shelves.  Farmers may also contract out our team to process their own produce, and have it labeled 
and prepared for their own sale at a roadside stand or farmers market.  Our processing crew will develop 
their own schedule for off-hours use of the kitchen, in balance with food truck kitchen use for special events.   
 
      All general employees will receive $7.5/hr.  All worker-owners will decide with prudence to draw from 
surplus beyond that wage, on a monthly basis.  Share of the surplus is dependent on labor and value added 
to the cooperative, counted in “shifts”.  Worker-owners will decide how to reinvest the surplus each month, 
as we strengthen our business into the future.  Surplus is counted after all bills have been paid, and the rainy-
day funds have also been bolstered.  The cooperative is in full control of money-flow. 
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 Our Farm Liaison position involves 15 hours picking up produce & perishables, researching new 
suppliers, visiting farms to ensure quality farm practices, and other tasks necessary to their job.  They will 
also help coordinate display & layout in the store.  Ordering will be mostly done directly from farmers and 
local distributors.  We will use Market Mobile to fill any gaps in our supply.  Prospective suppliers are listed 
in the Appendix.  This list will grow as we strengthen our connections with an array of local suppliers.   
 
 Grocery products will be ordered through Associated Buyers, Chex Finer Foods, and United 
Natural Foods.  A separate employee will handle the flow of non-perishables and all goods ordered through 
these catalogs.  Bulk foods will also fall under this category, along with some of our local specialty products.  
This employee will have primary control over merchandising the store, designing displays and product 
placement, as well as immense input on the relevant signage for our products.  
 
    Our produce is grown on local farms using entirely natural methods.  These methods are timeless, 
long-term farm practices maintaining soil health, involving no chemical sprays, and no genetically modified 
crops.  Produce comes entirely from Rhode Island farms, unless it is unavailable in our area.  For specialty 
products we will concentrate within New England in our buying practices.  Some produce and grains may 
come from far away, but the farm practices will be the same, unless otherwise labeled.  All imported produce 
will be clearly labeled as such, emphasizing that local is the standard.  Most pantry items will also be clearly 
labeled with origin and product information.    
 
INVENTORY: 
     Our inventory will be a mixed of perishable and dry goods.  Produce, Dairy, & Bakery are the sections 
supplying perishable goods.  Our store has a ready buyer for foods which are post-market, that is our cafe, 
which will cook daily specials highlighting any vegetables that are in excess that week (also inspiring 
customers to learn to cook these seemingly unloved vegetables).  Bulk & Pantry goods are considered 
stable, but as they are food, there is possibility of decay or insect issues, and so must be maintained 
regularly.  Specialty & Garden are stable areas, with many products keeping indefinitely.   
 
     Estimates for the full value in stock are currently estimated at $20k.  An assessment of the turnover rate 
for these products is difficult to come by, since it is a unique product, which has never been offered in this 
place, at this time.  Our current estimate is that Produce will be turning over every two to three days, three 
months into business.  We will keep the Bakery turnover rate at no more than one day to ensure 
freshness.  Dairy will also have a quick turnover rate, being no more than a week.  Our food will be very 
fresh, being cycled more often than Whole Foods, who have a weeklong turnover rate on produce.  We will 
be turning our total value of inventory three times per month early on in the business.  
 
     Our industry is deeply related to the seasons, and the stock of our store may very well reflect this.  Our 
wintertime selection will be different; some of our produce space will be used for holding canned vegetables 
during this time of year.  We are committed to supplying local eats year-round, and encouraging local 
producers by offering this full-time marketplace. 
 
     Orders through Market Mobile are done once a week.  We will be communicating with our direct 
farmers multiple times weekly.  The Farm Liaison has quite a task in ordering.  Through our straight 
connections with farmers, we will work toward supplying day-fresh greens, eggs & more.  While Market 
Mobile has a three-day lag between the order and the delivery, other farmers may be able to supply quicker.   
 
     Bulk & Pantry ordering will occur at least biweekly.  The Bulk & Pantry Heads will develop an 
ordering schedule that balances a thriving inventory with perspective on the popularity of 
products.  Specialty & Garden will be making sporadic orders as items become needed.  We expect a much 
slower turnover rate, more to the tune of one or two times a month, even with a small stock.  This is not the 
prime focus of our store, so the footwork will be kept manageable, and our customers will not be as 
dependent on these products being always available.   
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LOCATION: 
     For our store to operate fully under our current vision, what we need is ample retail space, storage and 
processing space, an area for customer service and check-out, space for a small kitchen, cafe area, office 
space, educational and program areas, and a street level store front for visibility and easy walk-in access.  We 
do require some parking for traveling shoppers, and accessibility for deliveries.  We require a space that can 
be aesthetically developed with high design to create a strong consumer ambiance, express our creative 
identity, and have great light.  Our space must also accommodate our functioning as an open public space 
from 7am to 8pm each day, without distress to neighboring residents or businesses.   
 
     Our space has been selected as the ground floor of 1577 Westminster St. in Providence, RI.  This 
location offers 1900 sq. ft. of retail space as well as an additional 590 sq.ft. of basement storage/operations 
space.  This new construction has been developed by the West Broadway Neighborhood Association under 
a Community Impact Grant from the United Way and in cooperation with Spurwink RI.  Utilizing green 
materials, this building is slated for the installation of solar panels to support a portion of our energy 
needs.  With brand-new infill construction, we anticipate reduced energy use and maximized efficiency on 
our utility costs.  Zoned for retail, and developed specifically to function as a mid-size grocery by William 
Kite Architects of Providence, this space is ideal for our operations and meets all of our retail, community, 
and accessibility needs.  We intend to build into the space to utilize the high ceilings for additional “New 
York style” stocking and shelving options to maximize our retail offerings.  With storefront access on the 
central West Side artery of Westminster Street, it is a prime location for visibility in the area, and is just 
blocks from the nearest highway access.  There is some available parking on location as well as additional 
parking at adjoining properties and on-street.  We feel with the high percentage of our shoppers being local 
and potentially on foot, this parking should be adequate to meet our customer base. 
 
     Occupation of the space will require a modest build-out of installing shelving, produce bays, 
workstations, refrigeration units, and necessities like outfitting the restroom.  The western half will become 
cafe, kitchen, and resource area, as well as added retail space. The interior space will need to be painted and 
designed, and signage created for inside and outside the store.  With ample resource to be drawn from our 
organizational members, including carpentry, painting, signage, and labor, we anticipate build-out expenses 
to be far lower than the market norm.  Also under the Community Impact Grant from the United Way, this 
location comes equipped with funding for a $30k refrigeration installation, an Outreach Coordinator, and 
below market rent.   We are in a profound position to take advantage of the resources offered with this 
location, and have no doubt that this will go a long way towards ensuring our viability as a long standing 
service to the West Side of Providence. 
 
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT: 
    We have quotes from Kapatoes Insurance, who are the nation’s largest broker for retail health food stores, 
located nearby in Guilford, CT.  We anticipate carrying specialized insurance to safeguard against any 
potential liability dangers involving our store or products.   
Kapatoes Insurance Services,  800 Village Walk, Suite 251, Guilford, CT 06437.  (203) 453-0392 
 
    There are a variety of city and state, retail and health permits and licenses that we will need for the proper 
registry of this business.  We have made contacts with similar businesses, the EDC and the SBA to help 
steer us through this paperwork.   
 
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
 Fertile Underground are organizing as a worker-cooperative, which maintains control within the 
membership, made up of it’s workers.  The cooperative does have elected positions of Chairman, Treasurer, 
& Clerk, but the control will be through majority choice, “one worker, one vote.” (After an initial period of 
weighted voting while we build membership)  The cooperative will be meeting monthly to review finances, 
air concerns about the business direction, enact any major changes, and decide their personal draw from the 
business for that month.  All workers will have a defined “job rating” which determines their cut of the 
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surplus the cooperative decides to draw from the business.  The cooperative will form teams and 
committees to handle business elements that grow to need them, as well as for any new additions to the 
business model.  The initial “management” positions are shown in the following chart: 

 
 
COUNCIL ON FERTILE UNDERGROUND  
Dauna Jean Noble –  Her career as a public artist and community educator has revolved around organizing the creative community. 
Having found food to be her salvation in addressing many personal health concerns, Ms. Noble draws from over a decade of 
experience seeking, discerning, and procuring a pure and healthful diet.  As the primary subject of decades of creative work, the 
growth cycles of nature and the infinite energy of our planet have always been her primary passion. After completing a Masters 
Degree in Education, utilizing art to educate young people in the delicate wonders of nature inspired her to share her work in 
dozens of Providence community youth programs.  Ever dedicated to the creative, her continued work as a community activist led 
to the formation of the Fertile Underground urban agricultural initiative in 2009.   

Nina Maxwell -  is a health conscious chef who worked for six years as personal chef on a number of private yachts in the U.S., 
Caribbean Islands and the Mediterranean.  She has studied special diets including vegan, vegetarian, macrobiotic, gluten free and 
low carb, and graduated from RISD with a degree in Printmaking. 

Michael Giroux -  Dedicated to cultivating sustainable, natural practices and lifestyles, Michael has decided that producing value 
locally is the most viable way to assure a level of pride & comfort at all comparable to that of America’s “Golden Age.”  Rhode 
Island’s floundering economy brought him out of the building trades into agriculture, as the most simple and pure way to provide 
for himself and family.  Experience in urban farming, intensive production farming, off-grid homesteading, and animal husbandry 
has reaffirmed Michael’s Jeffersonian love of bringing forth abundance from the land.  Advocacy, beekeeping, claiming land for 
public use, entrepreneurship and food forests are foreseen to consume Michael’s lifetime in Providence.   

Bruce Kaplan -  With over twenty years in foodservice, including growing a three-shift, multi-unit retail and wholesale operation 
serving RI, CT, MA and the Dominican Republic, Mr. Kaplan is well-versed in the challenges and opportunities in starting and 
growing a complex foodservice operation. His business, Barney’s Bakery & Deli, featured a consistently award-winning variety of 
fresh-baked products as well as a beloved cafe and lunch counter that not only did a robust in-store business but also developed a 
catering service covering downtown Providence to downtown Pawtucket. Leveraging his JD from Boston Univeristy School of 
Law, he helped grow the business organically as well as through licensing a third location. He now aims to apply his business and 
legal acumen to helping FUG achieve its goals of transforming Rhode Islanders’ relationship with their food. 

Andrea Starr -  Andrea Starr is a founding member of the Fertile Underground and works for Hill Orchards in Johnston.  She is an 
artist and freelance architectural designer and model maker, with a bachelor's degree in Architecture from RISD, and is a regular 
attender of Providence Friends Meeting.  As Agricultural Liaison, Andrea will be sourcing our local produce and dairy and 
managing communications with our farmers.  

Anna Shapiro -  is an artist and entrepreneur.  She has catalyzed many creative industries in Boston and Rhode Island.  She consults 
for start up businesses and has taught financial workshops for artists.  She is currently working as a financial manager for an 
afterschool arts program in RI and is consulting for a start up arts center in VT.  As an artist she is concerned with social and 
ecological issues and volunteers to maintain a hydroponic urban agricultural program.  
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MARKETING PLAN 
 
THE TARGET MARKET 
      A.    DEMOGRAPHICS/GEOGRAPHICS 

The target market is bifurcated but is predominantly composed of those living within a half-mile 
radius of the store.  With 36% of residents in the neighborhood not driving, Fertile Underground will be 
seeking to appeal to those able to walk, bike or bus to our location.  This group will be subdivided into two 
primary segments.   

 
The first consists of health- and eco-conscious consumers looking for environmentally sustainable, 

locally produced, healthy food and staples.  This segment will be extended outside the primary geographic 
region as FUG’s Food Truck merchandises prepared foods at festivals, activist gatherings, and community 
events.  The segment also includes many people working within Providence but living beyond its borders. 

 
The second segment consists of those looking for bargain-priced food and staples, whose prime 

reason for choosing us is proximity.  Our store is located in what some might call a “Food Desert,” an area 
that has only distant grocery stores offering food that can support a healthy diet.  Yet these areas often have 
many options for unhealthy eating.  For example, in Providence County, there are 4 times the number of fast 
food establishments as grocery stores. As a result, people eat twice as much prepared food as fruits and 
vegetables, per capita. (USDA Food Environment Atlas)  At 1577 Westminster Street, the nearest grocery 
store is about a mile away, while the nearest fried food is less than 200 feet.  This is called “Food Imbalance,” 
(See Appendix) which exists throughout most contemporary urban environments.  Offering prepared food is 
a way to reach those who are accustomed to eating on-the-go.  We feel there are many people who want to 
make healthy choices and will do so when given the option in a more accessible, “convenient” way.   

 
    B.    LIFESTYLE & PYSCHOGRAPHICS 
Our primary target segment is made up of health-conscious, eco-friendly locavores who not only put a 

premium on what they consume but also see their purchases as a reflection of their values.  They are active 
consumers looking beyond pricing to larger issues such as environmental impact and sustainability and seek 
to minimize the disconnect involved in consumption.  They are not only knowledgeable but also flexible and 
inquisitive, seeking to learn more about what they consume and how they can be more responsible to their 
community and planet.  As they are eager to engage in our cause, they are apt to be loyal, bringing not only 
their own patronage to FUG, but also others who may not have been as health-conscious.  

 
The secondary segment is made up of lower-income consumers who are more price sensitive.  They 

are often shopping for a large family group and need to get the most value from their budget.  Many of this 
segment receive Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program benefits, and may have begun buying more 
produce through the SNAP farmer’s market program, which provides extra market tokens for free.  One in 
four residents of Providence county are considered obese, and may be encouraged to include more healthy 
foods into their diet.  Individuals with diabetes, making up 8% of Providence County, need to be very careful 
with their eating habits, and will also be interested in our store. (USDA Food Environment Atlas)   

 
    C.    PURCHASING PATTERNS 
Both segments of the target market are expected to purchase food and staples on a weekly basis at the 

least.  By educating customers as to the freshness of the produce, it is expected that consumption patterns 
may become more European, with produce being purchased every few days, particularly by the primary 
target segment.  Our breakfast and lunch offerings from the cafe will increase purchasing cycles; as people 
start coming for breakfast daily, for example, it is expected that they may grab lunch and other goods to 
bring to work or for home later in the day.  People tend to be faithful in their morning routine, and we are 
aiming to become part of that routine for many an outgoing West Side resident.   
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    D.    BUYING SENSITIVITIES 
The primary target segment will experiment more with offerings and tend to purchase more upscale 

items with decreased price sensitivity. The secondary segment, by contrast, will be much more price-
sensitive and likely to have more consistent purchasing patterns. To address this bifurcation, we will be 
providing premium-priced high-quality produce, as well as offering discount produce, which may have 
minor bruising or malformation.  We will also coordinate with farmers to increase the amount of food 
entering the market-stream in general.  By synthesizing the sales for the farmers, we can maintain low prices 
on many seasonal vegetables, ensuring a realistic fresh option for all budgets.   

 
In our Pantry section, we will be focusing on products which are as yet unavailable in the 

neighborhood.  Many of these are more unique, expensive, specialty products.  Those of our customers who 
cannot afford these do have other options in local corner-stores.  Our pantry section will be, by necessity, 
focused on hard-to-get items, and will need to draw a fair markup.   

 
Our café will be able to produce very affordable daily specials, from abundant produce in the store.  

Our recipes call for many basic ingredients, and are designed to be simple & healthy, and will remain cheap. 
   

      E.    SIZE AND TRENDS OF MARKET 
        In general, RI residents spend an estimated $4.14 billion on fresh, prepared, and processed food from 
supermarkets, restaurants, and other sources, less than 1% of which is spent on locally grown food (RI Ag 
Partnership). We hope to be in the forefront of a movement that aims to increase that share to 10% within five 
years.  The exponential growth of Farm Fresh’ Market Mobile program (which delivers local produce to 
restaurants, retailers, and institutions), as well as the major traffic through their Wintertime Farmer’s 
Market at Hope Artiste Village, are both clear evidence that RI’s local food movement shows no signs of 
slowing, and the role of distribution is a significant bottleneck needing to be opened up.  Our store is 
prepared to establish itself as the West Side focal point for these premier local products in Providence.   
 

The West Broadway neighborhood has been asking for a grocery store for decades.  A comprehensive 
survey of our street, part of the “Westminster Street Revitalization Study,” showed that “those surveyed 
travel considerable distances for such basic items as groceries, clothing... & household goods,” (pg 81)  

visiting “Seekonk, Pawtucket, and Warwick to purchase necessary items.” (pg 100)  The “West Side Action 
Plan” precisely echoed the sentiments in 2001.  Residents described the challenges brought by “the lack of 
basic goods and services such as a grocery store, clothing stores, drug store, and restaurants[, which] 
increased auto dependency and shifts money and employment out of the neighborhood.” (pg 38)  The stated 
desires of the neighborhood remain the same since the earlier study, where “respondents requested a 
supermarket & produce market.  Other popular choices were a convenience store and a community Health 
Center.” (Westminster Street, pg 82)  Each of these in depth studies come to the same conclusion: West 
Broadway needs new businesses providing basic amenities for the neighborhood, with fresh food explicitly 
identified. 

 
Since the time of those surveys, the conditions only appear to have gotten worse.  Providence County 

lost five grocery stores between 2007 and 2008, now offering just under one for every 5000 residents.  There 
is less than one specialized food store for every 100,000 residents, a 14.4% decline from 07-08.  A 4% decrease 
in full service restaurants is matched by a 4% increase in fast food establishments. (USDA Food Environment 
Atlas)   

 

Our store is located near the border of three Providence neighborhoods: West End, Federal Hill, and 
Olneyville.  These neighborhoods include 30,923 residents (provplan.org).  There are approximately 5,000 
people in the geographic area who could be considered part of the target market and another 9,500 people 
who fit the secondary profile. While the size of the housing stock is fairly fixed, the size of the primary 
market has upside insofar as FUG is likely to become a destination for those outside the immediate 
geographic region. Further, since the neighborhood is in a constant state of dynamic flux, as people move 
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out, they will not only be replaced by new potential consumers, but they will also continue to patronize 
FUG, though perhaps on a less consistent basis; nonetheless, this still represents a net gain.  Likewise, the 
market is expected to grow as FUG Food Truck reaches out to primary segment members outside of the 
local geographic market.  Trend-wise, as more and more citizens are becoming engaged in community 
gardening, local activism and healthy consumption, this segment is expected to grow stronger, providing 
FUG with not only more potential customers, but also more vendors and strategic partners. 

 
As for the secondary market, it is likely to be more stable.  While it won’t provide the same quality of 

engaged consumerism, it will nonetheless provide a stable traffic.  The 30,000 residents of our three local 
neighborhoods report a Median Household Income of $19,996 (provplan.org).  This is considered “low-
income,” and with 31% of low-income Providence County residents receiving SNAP, (USDA Food 
Environment Atlas) that shows potentially 9,586 SNAP beneficiaries in these 3 neighborhoods.  As income 
for their segment is likely to remain steady, if not decline a bit due to both national and regional economic 
and structural pressures, their purchasing power is likely to stay depressed, making them ever more price-
conscious.  As world food prices continue to rise, (NY TIMES 1/6/11) our store’s development of a local food 
supply chain less affected by global uncertainty, will become invaluable.   

 
There are two significant trends that FUG is poised to leverage. First is the considerable support 

shown to local produce in the past five years, evidenced by the rapid growth of farmers’ markets throughout 
the state and indeed community farms & market gardens throughout Providence.  Twinned with this is a 
growing backlash to megafarming and the ensuing numerous disease outbreaks, such as salmonella in 
spinach in December, 2010 coming on the heels of its discovery in eggs a few months earlier.  Many buying 
trends in the post-9/11 world are directed by fear, and these emerging horror stories will bring more and 
more people to recognize buying local food as the antidote to megafarm madness. 

 
COMPETITION 
      A.    COMPETITIVE POSITION 
     There are several categories of competition.  On the high end, there are Whole Foods and Eastside 
Market, which are not only priced high but also require a car.  Stop & Shop offers a mid-range grocery 
down Cranston Street, which also requires a car to visit.  These stores currently get most of the business 
from our primary market segment.  Progressive West Side residents show great loyalty in supporting locally 
grown businesses of all kinds, and will promptly switch to a neighborhood store.  We will outcompete 
Whole Foods in our offerings of local produce at competitive prices, with a deeper connection to the farmer.  
Our small size offers a cozy feel, which many shoppers prefer to the overwhelming choices at a modern 
“supermarket”.  Further, as a small business arising directly from the community, we have a distinct edge 
that Whole Foods will never match.   
 
 On the low end are PriceRite and Compare Foods, which offer price-conscious, lower quality 
shopping options for the low end of the market.  Our primary market uses these stores mainly in last-minute 
situations, and express disappointment and even physical sickness in their consumption of this produce.  
The secondary market may be more ingrained in their shopping pattern relating to these stores, yet we feel 
that the extreme difference in quality will be immediately recognizable, and many may choose our store for 
produce, if not for our other specialty items.  These store’s basic canned and pantry offerings are also 
matched by Rocky’s Market, Jacobo’s Market, La Perla, and a number of other scattered neighborhood 
cornerstores.  La Perla Fruit Market is four doors down from our store, and offers a fairly wide selection of 
the most affordable, albeit low quality food options.  We hope that shoppers of this Spanish & American 
Food Market may also visit our store to peruse our fresh, locally grown produce, of which La Perla has 
none.  The majority of our products are unavailable in local stores at this time.  
 
   The Armory Farmer’s Market (operating 3 hours/week during the warm season) offers local produce 
with great success, but the limited schedule brings limited competition unlikely to affect us greatly.  Venda 
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Ravioli, Tony’s Colonial, Scialo Bros. and other Atwells Ave. specialty shops offer competition, but none 
are able to provide a completely balanced diet, and so shoppers will be looking elsewhere to fill that need.   
 
      B.    MARKET SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
      While the primary, ecological segment of the market is expected to make up 40% of patrons, they will 
account for 60% of sales. 
 
STRATEGIC POSITION & RISK ASSESSMENT 
      A.    COMPANY STRENGTHS 
 One strength is convenience - we are a community resource for locavores in a neighborhood otherwise 
lacking in local food shopping opportunities.  Beyond that, our selection of fresh, locally-grown, high-quality 
produce is a key strength unlikely to be matched in a five-mile radius, if that.  As an outgrowth of a grass-
roots communal farm, our network, experience, and values are other indispensable strengths.  Likewise our 
community outreach programs will be unparalleled, bringing a vitality that will make FUG not just a West 
Side destination, but also a model for other groups seeking to provide healthy food, services and education 
to their communities.   
 
     As FUG is able to encourage the growth of local, macrobiotic, diverse diets in an affordable context, it 
will not only offer its customers an unparalleled selection, but will also support a thriving cottage industry of 
homegrown food & farm businesses.  As a prime focus of FUG, supporting, and in fact generating, local 
economy will be a recognized effect of patronizing our store.  FUG Food Truck will explore new 
neighborhoods and event-based opportunities to offer fresh, high-quality prepared food to various groups of 
hungry denizens.  We have an exciting tale to tell, and we can share it over the best of farm-fresh food. 
 
      B.    MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 
 The primary market opportunity is addressing the unmet need in the neighborhood for fresh food 
shopping.  Currently, neighborhood members must take the bus or drive outside of the neighborhood to 
shop for groceries and fresh produce.  The stores offering prime produce have inflated prices on all products 
store-wide, making a trip to their store essentially unavailable to more price-sensitive groups.  Our store will 
make healthy food available to a previously underserved area.   
 
    The business mapping study “Opportunity Knocking in the West End of Providence” says: “1. 
Community development can only be successful if the community residents have both a stake in the community and the 
will to make changes.  2. Because large-scale businesses have little reason to enter the community to help revitalize the 
area, it is up to the community to help themselves.” (pg 8)  The West Side has an extraordinarily strong 
community spirit, as fostered by the West Broadway Neighborhood Association.  Residents truly love their 
neighborhood, and have expressly stated their desire for local businesses, and expressly, a local grocery 
store.  
 
        This storefront has been developed under the WBNA auspices, with the intention of housing a natural 
food store.  Another group, Urban Greens Food Co-op, planned on using the space, and has been 
promoting 1577 Westminster as the future location of a natural food store for over 3 years.  While they have 
recently decided to pursue a larger space instead, their persistent promotions at farmer’s markets and local 
events benefits us greatly, as the neighborhood consciousness is prepped for a natural food store at 1577.   
 
  C.    DEFINITION OF STRATEGIC POSITION 
     FUG will offer high-quality, fresh, locally grown and environmentally sustainable produce along with 
essential groceries and staples in an under-served market. This core mission will be supplemented through a 
dynamic prepared foods division, & energetic outreach and educational programs.  
 
  RIDING THE CRESTING WAVE OF FOOD SANITY 
       We have generated a new model for a market/cafe that addresses the lack of sustainability in today’s 
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food system.  This is offered nowhere else in Providence County.  We will educate consumers about the 
many reasons buying our produce is low-impact on the environment, in comparison to other grocery stores 
in the area.  Through this education, consumers will realize that our products, and the store itself, are truly 
of a different nature entirely.  We feel they will value our goals of preserving this planet, and choose Fertile 
Underground Grocery as their prime food market.  We offer a way to participate in the solution instead of 
the problem.  We are opening a store which highlights and is proactive upon numerous issues of the new 
“Green” buzz: local, organic, environmental protection, non-GMO, reduced carbon footprint, renewable 
energy, biodiversity, sustainability, reducing waste, recycling, & composting.  We also address basic cultural 
issues by remaining affordable, fighting obesity, striving to be multi-lingual, accepting food stamps, and 
offering distinct & unique produce prized by the various strong cultures in our neighborhood.  We feel our 
store will attract customers from the full spectrum of society due to the groundswell of interest in protecting 
our planet in every way possible.   
 
  REAL SUPPORT FOR HEROIC FARMERS 
 Our goal is to support the farmers as much as the community in this venture.  An integral part of this 
is paying a fair and steady price for produce.  These prices will of course be passed on to the consumer, and 
it may be hard for some people to adjust to the new, “real” prices of produce that is grown locally, by natural 
methods, and not subsidized by the government.  We hope that through our workshops, and by 
highlighting the various farms in our labeling, customers will personalize their buying, and shop lovingly 
rather than begrudgingly, even while seeing prices they know are much higher than other markets.  The 
quality of the produce will also be noticeably higher, so it should be a smart connection.  We will also 
provide “next-price” produce, which is blemished, bruised, closer to expiration, or otherwise malformed to 
some eyes.  The prices for this produce will be much cheaper, and competitive with prices in the 
conventional supermarkets of the area.   
 
   We will provide the necessities expected from a mid-size grocery store, as well as a new ecological 
experience for many customers.   
 
MARKETING PLAN & SALES STRATEGY 
      A.    COMPANY’S MESSAGE 
     FUG’s message is simple: we make local, healthy, delicious food accessible, affordable and exciting. 
 
      B.     MARKETING VEHICLES 
 FUG will promote itself through various media.  The local artist community will be engaged to create 
screen-printed posters.  Our marketing plan would then include the release of a short series of screen prints 
in succession, revealing the aspects of the store one piece at a time.  These pieces will expand on each other 
so people understand: local food market on Westminster Street, Underground gardeners & Earth’s 
abundance, a salute to responsible farming, then the timeline for events and the soft opening.   
 
 We will also have a vigorous series of promotional events - beginning before the doors are even open 
for business.  When the build-out of the store is complete, before the inventory is stocked, we plan to host an 
event inside the yet-to-be filled space.  At this event we will collect information from the residents as to what 
items they would like to see in our store.  By giving each attendee five votes, we will compile a great survey 
allowing us to assess quantities and quality choices on items our community would like us to stock.  We will 
also reveal the layout of the store and begin to generate a buzz around the place, which will travel by word of 
mouth throughout the neighborhood and beyond.  We will work hand in hand with the online 
environmental newspaper, EcoRI.org, in promoting and covering the event, as well as local food 
blogs.  The promotion for this event will include distribution of posters, fliers, online news and newsletters, 
printed magazines and newspapers, attending relevant events and word of mouth. 
 
 FUG will continue to be engaged in an extensive local activism and educational program.  We will 
present a list of workshops and events, providing a schedule that lasts through the first summer of our 
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opening.  By teaching about the many reasons to live & eat differently, FUG will not only give away the 
message but also sell the supplies to make the planet a better place to live, neighborhood by neighborhood.  
 
 FertileUnderground.com will also be central to our promotions.  Our website will connect the 
community to this timeline of events, as well as information about our products, hours of operation, a 
storyline about our group, reasons for being in business, and news of the store’s progress.  Social media such 
as Twitter, Facebook, FourSquare, blogs and email mailing lists will likewise be harnessed to engage the 
public and, once we’re open, to provide notice of fresh products as they arrive; to share recipes and best 
practices; to announce workshops, seminars and other events; and in general to coalesce our community. 
 
 FUG’s engagement in the community is sincere and carries a deeper mission.  Our group will continue 
our other arm of gardening in Providence, cultivating collective efforts in the neighborhood, and providing 
a circular model of support: gardens provide produce for the store, store provides ingredients for prepared 
food, then the cafe & truck cycle their kitchen scraps and a portion of profits back into gardening efforts.  
 
 Our other marketing vehicle is exactly that: the “Honeybeast” food truck will expand the customer base 
beyond the immediate geographic market, serving fresh, prepared meals to working people at lunch and at 
community events.  Preparing meals from the produce that is available in the grocery, it will be traveling 
throughout Providence, with a delicious taste of the high quality offered by local, healthy food.  Our meals 
will be healthy and satisfying, and the experience will be one of a kind, as our staff are well-versed in great 
food and providing a fun experience on the street level.  They will be sending updates about the truck 
location via Twitter, FourSquare, Facebook and other social media.  We will make it easy to find us, as we 
play pleasant music enlivening the mood.  The truck also plans to have a video projector mounted on the 
roof, for projecting classic cinema & films about current farm issues.  Our own style of “dinner and a movie” 
will excite Providence, bringing us into the eye of local journalists and promoters.  In this way, our business 
reaches out to the customers, and will bring them back in to our reliable West Side home.  There will be 
fliers and other info regarding our storefront, and we will have produce on hand for people to see, which will 
be on sale at a premium price, encouraging people to visit our store to find our regular rates.   
 
      C.    STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 
     The Fertile Underground itself has been a great partnership, as a group of individuals have made many 
significant accomplishments in a short period of time through dynamic group organization.  We are very 
adept at utilizing various skills of a community, to be strong on all fronts.  In our work, we have been deeply 
connected with the Southside Community Land Trust, whose work in urban farming goes back 30 
years.  Our members have individual connections with other various farming networks regionally and 
nationwide (Biodynamic Farming Association, Northeast Organic Farming Association, National Young Farmers 
Coalition, RI Beekeeper’s Association) to keep abreast of food rights, production trends, and farmer’s reality. 
 
      The WBNA, as developer, landlord and community organization, has done so much to spur this effort 
into being, and their continued support is expected.  In the opening of their “West Side Action Plan,” they 
create the “West Side Vision -- Commercial activity...provides necessary amenities to the 
neighborhood.  The three main streets of the West Side (Broadway, Westminster, & Cranston) are jointly 
marketed and have become destination places due to their independent, small businesses run by local 
residents.” (pg 4)  The WBNA, and other neighborhood cooperatives have accomplished many of the goals 
in this plan, and we are confident that they will continue fulfilling their mission in partnership with us.  The 
West Side neighborhoods have a fantastic track record of fun, well-attended events, and we hope to come 
into the fold with our workshops, parties, & fundraisers.  At the January 11th WBNA Annual Meeting, the 
“Grand Opening of 1577 Westminster” was listed as one of seven major events they plan to host for 2011.  Our 
vision blends seamlessly with their Shop-Work-Eat-Live-Local (SWELL) campaign, providing another 
chance for residents to keep their social & economic activity in the neighborhood.  The WBNA has 
accomplished years of work making 1577 the future home of this Natural Food Store, and we are by no 
means entering a cold market.   
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 We plan to engage other Westminster Street food purveyors who offer products which are 
complementary to our offerings, to mutually share business & recommendations.  We will also participate in 
the “I Buy With Heart” marketing campaign with the Social Venture Partners, offering products in this line, 
and participating in their media promotions.  The I (tomato) My Farmer motto of Farm Fresh RI is 
another great marketing slogan which we will lovingly promote, which in turn promotes our products and 
suppliers.  We are working with the Healthy Corner Store Initiative, developing a plan to purchase in 
tandem with a network of small cornerstores, to approach the buying power of the big supermarkets, and 
keep products affordable in our store and throughout Providence.  
 
     There are many great groups of farm supporters in Rhode Island.  As the smallest state, we are in a 
unique position to explore the “local” movement.  Many of the goals we aim to achieve with these 
partnerships are expressed in the RI Agricultural Partnership: Five Year Strategic Plan, which includes: 
 

Goal: Rhode Islanders have greater appreciation of the benefits of RI farms and agriculture and increased 
awareness of where/how to find RI Farm, Food, and Green Products (RIFFGPs) 

Goal: Create a series of public messages around RI farms, agriculture, and RIFFGPs 
o Highlight benefits/value of RIFFGPs to local economy (including multiplier effect), public health, environment, 

  food quality and flavor, sense of place and local quality of life. 
o Educate consumers to look for RIFFGPs and brands, and ask questions about where their food comes from 
o Educate consumers about diversity and availability of RIFFGPs and ways to use RIFFGPs at home 
o Showcase institutions and businesses that increase purchase/consumption of RIFFGPs 
o Help build positive publicity for institutions and businesses that engage in purchasing practices that support local 

  farmers and practice transparency from farm to the end user. 
Goal: More RI Food, Farm and Green Products are available for purchase at multiple retail points of sale and  

  wholesale distribution outlets, clearly identified as RI produced through the production/distribution  
  channel 
 

   Our business is present to receive support from these forward-thinking groups who realize that 
supporting the local economy will improve the quality of life for all.  We are working hand in hand with 
these groups to promote local farmers as heroes who bring a bounty forth from the land.   
 
      D.    SALES ASSUMPTIONS 
      Sales for FUG will be comprised of in-store sales as well as Food Truck sales. We anticipate store sales 
growing 10% annually.  In-store sales should see an initial spike followed by a drop-off but sales should 
regain initial levels within the first quarter.  Truck sales will be more seasonal than in-store sales, with truck 
revenue peaking during the warm months and tapering off in terms of both total revenue and sales days 
during the coldest months.  In-store sales, while impacted seasonal, should see much less variance in 
revenue fluctuations.  We anticipate a potential for 80% growth in overall food truck revenue in year two, as 
we expand our staff and number of working shifts; year 3 will likely see less than 10% increase, as the truck’s 
capacity will be maximized.  Our “Truck Division” will then expand into basic prepared food & fresh 
produce deliveries with more trucks.   
 
 
 


